
1.0  PURPOSE 
 
This procedure provides direction on the development and approval of use management strategies for roads on 
Crown land, consistent with Policy PL 10.01.00 Use Management Strategies.  MNR District Managers are 
responsible for the implementation of this procedure, including the review and approval of the use management 
strategies prepared by either Ministry staff or by third parties. 
 
For purpose of clarification, the process described herein only applies to roads located on public lands outside of 
provincial parks or conservation reserves. 
 
 
2.0  USE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR EXISTING ROADS 
 
2.1  Planning Area 
 
The process begins with a determination of the area to be included in a planning exercise.  The planning area 
could be as large as the entire Ministry administrative district or a defined road network area, or as small as a 
single road, depending on the complexities involved and the urgency with which a use management strategy 
is required.   
 
Districts may find it desirable to organize their inventory of non-forestry roads into road networks, rather 
than dealing with roads on an individual basis.  A road network is a system of roads that together access a 
distinct geographic area.  Roads that are part of a network can differ in standards of construction, condition 
and level of use.  The principle criterion for recognizing a number of roads as a network is their common 
purpose and that fact that a single party may be responsible for their management.  The network approach 
reduces the number of individual use management strategies to be prepared, avoids duplication of effort 
(inventory, documentation, consultation) and provides a more comprehensive approach to local road 
management. 
   
2.2  Planning Team 
 
A planning team may be formed to undertake the planning exercise.  The size of the planning team may vary, 
depending on the size of the area selected, length of the road(s), or the complexity of local road management 
issues. For small projects such as a single road, a single staff person might suffice in place of a larger planning 
team.  If the planning area covers more than one MNR administrative district, one district should be named as the 
lead 
 
Where a planning team approach is required, the team should include staff with experience in road management, 
resource management, land use planning, project management, public and Aboriginal consultation, application of 
the Class Environmental Assessment for MNR Resource Stewardship and Facilities Development Projects (RSFD 
Class EA) and various MNR program interests.  Local stakeholders, road users and or local agencies may also be  
useful additions to the planning team. 
 
Where it may be useful, a terms of reference developed for the project may include: 
 

• roles, responsibilities and specific tasks of team members; 
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• geographic scope of the project; 
• development, review and approval schedule or work plan; 
• identification of anticipated issues; 
• proposed public and Aboriginal consultation details; and 
• funding required to support the project. 

 
2.3 Information Resources 
 
The assembly of  information relevant to the planning area and the roads that are subject to the process, is an 
important next step for the planning team as it prepares to develop and  analyze use management strategy 
alternatives.  Examples of the types of information to be assembled include: 
 

• an inventory of the roads in the planning area (both non-forestry and forestry roads as they may 
interconnect); 

• information on each road including: 
o history and current purpose; 
o party who is currently responsible for maintenance; 
o data on current road condition, principal users and frequency of use; 
o known management issues; 
o water crossing inventories and bridge monitoring reports 

• land use planning direction for the general area as provided by the Crown Land Use Policy Atlas, District 
Land Use Guidelines where the Atlas does not provide coverage, other Ministry land use and resource 
management planning documents and local municipal planning documents; 

• information on any previous roads related planning or consultation; and 
• use management strategies for adjacent areas or roads, including forestry roads. 

 
2.4  Drafting Use Management Strategies 
 
The planning team may find it useful to draft alternative use management strategies, in order to consider and assess 
a meaningful range of scenarios for the future management of the road or road network.  Alternative use 
management strategies can be drafted using the format provided in Appendix A or the planning may develop its 
own format, provided the content is consistent. 

 
There are four basic approaches to road management, a combination of which may also be applied during the 
lifecycle of a road: 

 
• maintain current road function and capacity through regular maintenance activities; 
• downgrade the road or road network through modification of the road infrastructure, so that little or no 

maintenance is required.  The road’s use and condition should continue to be monitored for safety 
considerations; 

• upgrade the road or road network by enhancing the existing infrastructure and provide ongoing 
maintenance; or 

• decommission the road or road network by actively rendering the road impassable.  Following 
decommissioning, these roads can be removed from the Ministry roads inventory. 

 
Use management strategies must also outline the policies to be followed regarding public access, notably whether 
the road will be open for use without restrictions, open with some restrictions on public use (e.g. seasonal 
closures), or closed to public use.  
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In developing use management alternatives, the planning team should consider a wide range of factors, which will 
vary somewhat from road to road including: 

 
• usefulness of the road to MNR programs; 
• planned road use versus current land use direction; 
• potential for conflict with and among road users; 
• current and anticipated future use of the road relative to current and anticipated future land use planning 

direction; 
• existing or potential public safety concerns; 
• social and economic consequences of decommissioning the road or restricting its use; 
• capital funding that may be available to support road and water crossing repair and maintenance; and 
• opportunities for assigning responsibility or establishing partnerships with other parties or agencies. 

 
2.5  Consultation 

 
Once use management alternatives have been prepared, public review of the alternatives is achieved through a 
public consultation process which may include: 

 
• public notice in local media; 
• mail-outs to parties with known interests (e.g. road users, land owners in proximity to the road); or 
• direct consultation such as a public meeting, information centre or meeting with identified stakeholders, 

communities or other interests. 
 

Media notices and mail-outs should include maps of the planning area showing major road infrastructure, details 
on any use management alternatives, as well as information on how and when input can be provided to MNR.  
 
Further information on public consultation is contained within the Public Involvement Best Management Practices 
bulletins prepared by the Ministry’s Land Use and Environmental Planning Section.  Draft use management 
strategy alternatives may also be posted as Information Notices on the Environmental Registry, in order to inform 
a wider audience. 
 
Use management strategies may affect areas that are used by Aboriginal communities, or that may be subject to an 
Aboriginal land claim.  Consideration should be given to the impact a use management strategy could have on an 
Aboriginal community.  Additional information and direction may be found sought from MNR’s Aboriginal 
Affairs Unit and Legal Services Branch.   
 
 
3.0  USE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR NEW ROADS 
 
Consistent with the policy provisions of PL 10.01.00 Use Management Strategies, a use management strategy is 
required for all new roads on Crown land.  The approach to developing a use management strategy for a new road 
may be the same or similar to that used for an existing road, except that: 
 

• there is no need to complete a road inventory; 
• determination of responsibility for the road should be more obvious – likely driven by the applicant or 

proponent for the new road; and 
• the scale of the planning exercise may be much reduced. 

 
Where the construction of a road is being proposed by a party other than the ministry (e.g. municipality, local users 
group, commercial interest), Section 2.5.2 of the RSFD Class EA provides the opportunity for the Ministry to 
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direct the proponent to apply the requirements of all or part of Section 4 of the Class EA-RSFD to the proposal, 
including the completion of public consultation.  The decision to exercise this option rests with the District 
Manager based on the situation and the ability of the proponent to effectively undertake the planning process.   
 
 
4.0  USE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY APPROVAL 
 
The District Manager is the delegated ministry authority for the approval of use management strategies for existing 
or new roads on Crown land, whether they are prepared by either a Ministry planning team or by a third party. 
 
Documentation for a use management strategy may include: 
 

• background information on the use management strategy planning process including base information on 
the road (e.g. location, length, infrastructure inventory, etc..), alternatives considered and public 
consultation; 

• signed original copy of any road responsibility Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) negotiated with 
another party; 

• approval form for the use management strategy (basic sample template provided as Appendix A). 
 
Use management strategy documentation should be maintained on file within the relevant ministry field office. 
 
 
5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ACT CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Development of a use management strategy for a non-forestry road is not considered a “project” subject to the 
requirements of the RSFD Class EA.  Project level activities (such as infrastructure, improvements or works that 
are built, installed or established) associated with the implementation of the use management strategy are however 
subject to the RSFD Class EA.   Consistent with the RSFD Class EA process and a review of the assembled 
information resources, as part of the implementation of a use management strategy, the Ministry screens the project 
to determine potential environmental impacts and public interests.   Through this screening process, the project is 
categorized to one of four project categories: 
 

• Category A – Potential for low negative environmental effects and/or public or agency concern; 
• Category B – Potential for low to medium negative environmental effects and/or public or agency concern; 
• Category C – Potential for medium to high negative environmental effects and/or public or agency 

concern; or 
• Category D Projects – Individual Environmental Assessment – Potential for high negative environmental 

effects and/or public or agency concern. 
 
 
6.0  AMENDING USE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
 
Use management strategies for roads on Crown land remain in effect until they are amended or until the road is 
decommissioned. Expiry dates are not generally established for use management strategies. 
 
It may however be necessary to amend a use management strategy to: 
 

• reflect changing conditions, such as a revision to broader land use direction for the area or a change in 
resource management objectives; 

• respond to a change in the condition of the road, such as failure of capital works or infrastructure; or 
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• respond to a new proposed use of the road, such as another party requesting the opportunity to upgrade, 
use the road or assume ownership or responsibility for maintenance of the road. 

  
In all these cases, the process to amend an approved use management strategy is the same process as that 
established for the development of the original use management strategy.  Amendments to use management 
strategies must be approved by the District Manager. 
 
Note – consistent with PL 10.02.00 Road Management and Responsibilities, where access has been damaged or 
destroyed, resulting in an imposed change to the existing use management strategy, there is no obligation on the 
Ministry or other party to restore access, even where that damage has prevented access by other users of the road to 
their business or private property.   
 
 
7.0  REFERENCES 
 

• PL 10.01.00 Use Management Strategies - Roads (Policy) 
• Class Environmental Assessment for MNR Resource Stewardship and Facilities Development Projects, 

OMNR 2003 
• Public Involvement Best Practices – Background Bulletin # 1, Land Use and Environmental Planning 

Section, OMNR 2005 
• Public Involvement Best Practices – Preparing for Public Involvement Bulletin # 2, OMNR 2005 
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Appendix A 
 
  

Use Management Strategy 
 
 

PART 1  <to be completed during Phase 1>  
 

IDENTIFICATION: 
(Include maps as required and as available) 

Road Network Name and/or Identifier:  <Name/code linked to NRVIS>  
 
MNR District:    
 
Forest Management Unit:  <if applicable>  

 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

Land Use Designation: <from Crown Land Use Policy Atlas; specify permitted uses with respect 
to roads> 
 
Length of road/road network:  <enter kilometres of road>  
 
Built by/year: <if known>  
 
Pre-strategy road use:  <describe the current uses and users of the road network and the 
frequency of use> 
 
Pre-strategy condition of road network (including water crossings):   
<indicate the drivability of road; status of water crossings> 

 
EFFECTIVE DATE FOR STRATEGY: <enter the date the strategy was approved> 
 
PARTY(S) RESPONSIBILE FOR ROAD NETWORK: 
 

 MNR  <MNR will be responsible, unless formal agreement has been signed> 
 

 MNR + Other <attach agreement to this form> 
 

 Other <attach agreement to this form> 
 
 
MANAGEMENT INTENT:  <indicate the purpose and/or objectives for the road network, and the future 
desired use of the road > e.g. “To allow general recreational access, as long as it remains safe for travel 
from the Main Road to Cross Creek”;   “To close the road for vehicular traffic due to unsafe crossings 
beyond Cross Creek, but continue to allow its use as a trail for snowmobiles” 
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PART 2  <To be finalized during Phase 2> 
 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES: 
 

Activity Action to be Taken Responsibility 
Maintenance <e.g., crossings beyond Cross 

Creek to be maintained for winter 
trails> 

Local snowmobile Club  

Monitoring <e.g., annual monitoring of water 
crossings> 

MNR 

Access Control <e.g., sign to be erected at Cross 
Creek to indicate road closure 

MNR 

Decommissioning   
 
 

DISCLAIMER: Roads and/or water crossings that have been damaged or destroyed by unplanned events 
may not be restored in a timely manner.  There is no obligation on the part of the party responsible for the 
road to undertake repair work on behalf of other users.  Access to businesses and private property may be 
disrupted at any time. 
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Appendix B.  Developing Use Management Strategies for Non-forestry Roads
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Inventory of Non-forestry 
Roads

Sustainable Forest Licensee  
and MNR produce map of 
existing road system for 
management unit

Sustainable Forest Licensee and 
MNR determine responsibility for 
existing roads for the 
management unit

MNR District compiles information from all 
sources into District Road Inventory Map

FMP Process

Public Consultaion 
- confirm mail list, prepare notices, produce maps and 
documentation for consultation
- issue  notices to public and Aboriginal communities
- conduct information centre

Determine planning scenario and  
planning area

Assemble sources of direction and 
background information

Analysis of Public Comments
- Compile, analyze and summarize input
- Undertake additional consultation if needed

Analysis of background information 

MNR develops proposed Use  
Management Strategies 

Update District Road Inventory Database and 
associated attribute information - NRVIS

NRVIS
Crown Land Road Inventory Database
Water Crossing Inventory Database

Agreement required 
for sharing 

responsibility

Prepare project description for project to be implemented

C

Undertake screening process  to determine category of project, in accordance with pages 
17-26 of the Class EA for MNR Resource Stewardship and Facility Develop Projects

Implement with appropriate 
conditions Follow the requirements 

category B projects on 
pages 27-30 of the Class 
EA for MNR Resource 
Stewardship and Facility 
Development Projects 

Change to land 
use policy?

Follow Land Use 
Amendment Process

MNR pursues partnerships for 
sharing the responsbilty for non-
forestry roads

FMP Process
START HERE

APPROVAL

NO

Forestry Roads

YES

SFL 
Responsibility?

Forestry Roads ?

YES

  Finalize Use  Management Strategies 

YES

BA

Follow the requirements 
category C projects on 
pages 30-34 of the Class 
EA for MNR Resource 
Stewardship and Facility 
Development Projects 

Finalize Use Management Strategies 

Implementation and Monitoring

Identify Projects

 


